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PENSION REVISION ILLUSION –(Part 3) 

By Shri  S.Ratnasubramanian, Dy.G.M. Telecom BSNL (Retd)                          
Assistant General Secretary , AIBSNLREA CHQ 

Now let us proceed further and analyze Annexure II in which a formula for conversion from IDA 
pension to CDA pension has been illustrated. By taking into account the IDA DA and CDA DA as 
on a particular date viz. 01-01-2016, they have worked out a formula of 94.4. That is, as per them, 
the IDA pension can be converted to CDA pension by multiplying the IDA pension by 94.4 and 
then divided by 100. As such, it is clear that as per their understanding the difference between 
IDA pension and CDA pension is only in DA.  

According to them 94.4% of IDA pension = CDA pension.  

As per the same argument, since the pension is 50% of last pay drawn then, 94.4% IDA pay 
should be equal to CDA pay.     

Therefore, it comes as 94.4% of IDA pay = CDA pay                                             

Again, it was mentioned in their letter dated 02/08/2019 to DoT that during their discussion with 
the concerned officers of DoT several times, the DoT Officers had observed that “7th CPC fitment 
factor can be thought of only with the proposal of notional conversion from IDA to CDA”. Read 
this line. It is just an observation of the officers of DoT during the stated discussion and not a 
formal proposal or suggestion from the DoT. Just Based on a stated observation which is not a 
proposal or not even a formal suggestion, the inventors of this scheme had worked out the 
“simple and easy formula” for the method of converting IDA pension to CDA pension. Now these 
friends who had asked DoT to prepare a concrete proposal should have asked DoT to first come 
out with a conversion formula from IDA to CDA. Thereafter, after understanding the implications 
of the same, they could have further decided on the issue of application of 7th CPC fitment.  

Now let us move further. 

The pension flows out of pay since the pension is 50% of last pay drawn, or the average of last 10 
months’ pay -  both in case of  IDA and CDA. As such, one has to covert the pay from IDA pay to 
CDA pay. Now the IDA pay or CDA pay is not a mere number of so and so amounts. Whether IDA 
pay or CDA pay, it is part of pay scales i.e.  IDA pay scale and CDA pay scale respectively.   

Thus, opting for an IDA pay and consequently an IDA pension and expecting CDA fitment benefit 
is an attempt to get the best of the world as was opined by the DOT officers and mentioned in 
point No. 1 of their letter to DOT, though the basis on which the opinion was expressed has not 
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been elaborated. The proposal for notional conversion from IDA to CDA, as mentioned in point 
No 2 of their said letter, seems to have flown out of the above observation.  

Moving further, if the difference between the IDA pension and CDA pension and there by 
between IDA pay and CDA pay are only in the percentage of DA, then it should have been so for 
all the period over the years. When we opted for absorption on 01-10-2000, the CDA DA was 41% 
and the IDA DA was 28 %. Thus, according to their very same logic on application of  the formula 
on 01-10-2000, the equation should have been: - 

IDA pay + 28 % IDA DA = CDA pay + 41% CDA DA  

i.e.  128 % IDA pay = 141% of CDA pay   

so, IDA pay = CDA pay x 1.41 divided by 1.28 

But what we actually got in pay fixation in BSNL on 01-10-2000? 

Let us taken an example of one cadre SDE. 

SDE in IDA Scale    . . .       11875-300-17275 (18 stages) 

SDE in CDA scale    . . .        7500-250-12000  (18 stages) 

Let us take an SDE at the mid-point i.e., 9th stage of SDE scale in CDA scale i.e, Rs. 9750/-  

So, if an SDE was drawing Rs. 9750/- as CDA pay, then he got fixed at the 9th stage of IDA pay 
scale due to point to point fixation. Thus, he got Rs. 14575/- as IDA pay.  

However, with CDA DA of 41% in CDA scale he was getting Rs. 9750+Rs 3998 = Rs 13748/- 

But with IDA DA of 28% in IDA scale, he got Rs. 14575 + Rs. 4081= Rs. 18656. 

That is a huge jump of Rs. 4908/- in Pay+DA in IDA pay. If expressed in percentage, 

 it is 18656/13748= 1.357 i.e. 35.7% jump (or) Rs. 4908/13748 = 0.3569 i.e. 35.7% jump 

Thus, taking the basic pay alone, the jump was 14575-9750 = Rs.4825/- 

Expressed in percentage the jump in basic pay was 14575/9750 = 1.495 i.e., 49.5 %  

If the proposed conversion factor of IDA to CDA had been applied at the time of absorption in 
reverse way i.e. for conversion of CDA to IDA then,  

The IDA pay should have been fixed by the formula CDA pay *1.41 divided by 1.28 i.e.  

CDA pay of 9750*1.41 / 1.28 = IDA pay i.e. Rs.10740/- 
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i.e., the CDA pay of Rs.9750/- should have been equal to IDA pay of Rs.10740/- as on 01-10-
2000. 

i.e., CDA pay Rs 9750 + CDA DA 41% i.e. Rs. 3998= Rs. 13748/- 

IDA Pay of Rs.10740 + IDA DA 28 % i.e. Rs. 3008 = Rs. 13748 /- 

Now if the present formula in Annexure II for conversion of IDA to CDA had been applied over 
for all the time at the time of 01-10-2000 and the SDE at 9750/- CDA basic with 41 % CDA DA 
should have been offered Rs.10740/- IDA basic with 28% IDA DA that there is no change in his 
pay+ DA.   

However, this 10740/- is less than the minimum of the IDA pay scale of 11875/- which shows 
that a person at 9th stage of the CDA scale which is the mid-point in the CDA scale given in 
example when fixed in IDA pay scale applying the formula as if the percentage of DA in CDA DA 
and IDA DA alone differentiates between the two different pay scales of CDA pay scale and IDA 
pay scale then it will be less than minimum of the corresponding IDA scale. 

Let us take a higher stage 13 of the given CDA scale which is Rs. 10750/- and also apply the 
same formula  

So CDA pay Rs. 10750 x 1.41/1.28 = Rs. 11842/- IDA pay 

Even this is less than the minimum of the IDA scale of Rs. 11875/- 

Let us take the 14th stage in CDA scale which is Rs. 11,000/- and again apply the same formula  

So CDA pay 11000 x1.41/1.28 = Rs.12117/-.  Ahah ! This is higher than the minimum of IDA 
scale. 

This means, the IDA pay scale is around 14 stages higher than the CDA scale where the total 
span of both the IDA scale and CDA scale is the same 18 years. The minimum of the IDA pay 
scale is more than 13 stages of the CDA pay scale. From the 14th stage of CDA pay scale, where 
it meets the minimum of IDA pay scale the CDA pay scales runs only 4 stages more, whereas 
IDA pay scales runs 17 stages more. 

That shows the formula given by them for conversion from IDA to CDA or in reverse from CDA 
to IDA taking as if the difference between the two pay scales are in DA alone is totally absurd, 
illogical and only laughable. 

Now how the SDE at the 9th stage of CDA scale when fixed point to point at 9th stage of IDA scale 
got such a huge jump of Rs.4908/- in Pay+DA?  
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It is because the IDA scale is always higher than the CDA scale of equivalent cadres. Not only that 
even the increment value in IDA is higher than in CDA. In the example of SDE cadre given above, 
the increment in CDA pay scale was Rs. 250/- whereas the increment in IDA pay scale was Rs. 
300/- 

The jump in basic pay at the minimum of the two scales is from 7500 to 11875 = 4375. 

Expressed in percentage the jump in basic pay at the minimum of the scale is 4375/7500 = 
58.3% 

The jump in basic pay at the maximum of the two scales is from 12000 to 17275 = 5275/- 

Expressed in percentage the jump in the maximum of the scale is 5275/12000 = 43.95 % 

After 01-01-2006 in CDA pay scales and after 01-01-2007 in IDA pay scales though the increment 
is 3% in both the CDA and IDA pay scales, since the pay in IDA is higher than CDA with the same 
3%, the actual amount of IDA scale would be higher than the actual increment amount in CDA 
scale. 

Now if the proposed formula in Annexure II for conversion of IDA to CDA had been applied over 
for all the time at the time of 01-10-2000 for conversion of CDA to IDA and the scales in IDA 
pay scales for equivalent cadres are designed in such a way that the difference between the 
two scales are only in DA and the IDA scales for equivalent cadres were offered lower and then 
the SDE at 9750/- CDA basic with 41 % CDA DA was offered Rs.10750/- IDA basic with 28% IDA 
DA that there is no change in his pay+ DA would anybody have given option for BSNL. 

Every one opted for BSNL because there was a huge jump in the pay that he was getting. The pay 
was fixed on point to point basis with a further offer that the pay will be fixed in the IDA scale 
with a minimum benefit of Rs.1500/- for non-executives and Rs. 2500/- for executives with both 
basic +DA taken together and if by fixing the scale by point to point the minimum benefit is not 
there the official will be fixed in the next stage/stages in which he gets the minimum benefit. But 
it could be seen across most of the stages in all the pay scales, the minimum benefit offered was 
obtained in point to point fixation itself which clearly shows how the minimum benefit in IDA pay 
is far higher than CDA pay even with the lower DA rate of 28% in IDA pay as against 41% of CDA 
pay. As such it shows the idea of conversion thinking as if the scales differ only due to difference 
in DA rates is a total flaw. 

It could be seen that the minimum pay of IDA pay scale in the example is far higher than minimum 
pay of CDA pay scale + 41 %DA. Since the IDA scale is always higher than the CDA scale for any 
cadre. At every stage of the 18 stages of the scale given in example the jump in basic pay from 
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CDA to IDA varied from 43.95 % to 58.3%. Do you now see that the difference between the IDA 
and CDA is not in the percentage of DA alone? 

Thus, we opted to BSNL since there was huge jump in our pay.  

Now coming back to the proposal, it seems the DoT while observing notional conversion of IDA 
to CDA has not elaborated the formula or the orders regarding the same to those who had talks 
with them. Had the DoT elaborated any such scheme or formula or the concerned orders on this 
issue surely, I feel these friends would have mentioned it in their proposal and might not have 
given their own proposal in Annexure II, which one would find not logical. 

Now the notional conversion of IDA to CDA suggested by DoT is not a new one. Even during the 
revision of pension in 01-01-2007, the DoT was not ready to offer the same fitment formula of 
30% of pay+DA given to the serving employees and was suggesting the notional conversion from 
IDA to CDA. But at that time, they categorically suggested that they would apply the DOPPW 
order dated 19-09-2003 and were also moving the file in that direction. When the pension 
revision was not moving at all others were so worried over the impasse and there was as a knee 
jerk reaction in other pensioners associations. Some associations asked the fixation benefit as 
per 6th CPC and some asked either 6th CPC or 2nd PRC. The DoT on its own accord moved the file 
for notional conversion from IDA to CDA and revision of pension on applying the DOPPW order 
dated 19-09-2003. Without understanding the implications or the danger in it, all the other 
unions/association maintained a static silence on the issue. We, in AIBSNLREA, do not make any 
kneejerk reaction on any issue. We dispassionately analyse an issue threadbare. So, we analysed 
this issue and worked out and found the great danger in it. As such we opposed the application 
of the DOPPW order dated 19.09.2003 tooth and nail. Finally, the said proposal of DOT for 
revision of pension of BSNL IDA pensioners in presumptive CDA scale citing DOP&PW OM dated 
19.09.2003 was rejected by both the Law Ministry and DOP&PW. And finally, DOPPW ordered 
that the said order dated 19.09.2003 is not applicable. This was put up in our website on 15-08-
2009. We also published an article on this issue and posted it in our website on 20-08-2009 under 
the caption “Our stand Vindicated.” 

Ultimately, DoT was forced to take decision for revision of pension for past BSNL pensioners 
retired prior to 01-01-2007 with the same fitment formula and with the same date of effect as 
given to the serving employees. 

Now as reasoned above the proposals given by the said pensioner association in its letter dated 
02-08-2019 to DoT with its annexures is not only an illogical one but also not a workable solution. 
It is more than three months now that the said proposal had been submitted by them. We are 
sure that the DoT would not move an inch in the direction suggested by them in the proposal. In 
the part 2 of our article we had dealt in detail the long journey of 14 years they had made in the 
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direction of getting CPC fitment benefit for BSNL pensioners and the place on which they stand 
now. Let them get it from the DoT/DOPPW that their so-called proposal of Annexure II and 
Annexure V are approved.  Or let them get it from the DoT/DOPPW the ‘concrete” formula for 
notional conversion from IDA to CDA as said to have been observed by the DoT Officers for 
application of 7th CPC fitment benefit with a few actual examples of such a fitment and then come 
to the pensioners in public. Instead, beating the drum on an illogical proposal and creating an 
illusion of revision of pension is nothing but playing to the gallery of the hapless pensioners who 
are worried over the issue of their pension revision. 

(To be continued) 

PS : This article is the third of the 4 parts. The last part would be released tomorrow. Our 
members/viewers are free to write their views on the above after going through all the parts since they 
are inter connected.  We welcome your views. Your views may be sent to the author at e mail id 
rathan_aangarai@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

 

 


